
A brand new science experiment named Elsa-D (End-of-Life Service) and
developed by Astroscale was recently launched into space via a Soyuz rocket from
the Baikonur cosmodrome in Kazakhstan. Elsa-D is undertaking trials to test its
capabilities of capturing a “client” package. This client package will be the mouse in
the game of cat and mouse, and Elsa-D will try to capture the client under
increasingly complex conditions. Elsa-D will use magnets to capture the client, and
eventually after enough trials have been completed the duo will be commanded to
reenter the atmosphere to then burn up. 

The purpose of this is to test the capabilities of Elsa-D of capturing and eliminating
space debris. There is roughly 9000 tonnes of space debris which can cause
problems for satellites and future space launches. This space junk consists of
various things, such as large rocket segments, to smaller things such as metal
shards that result from collisions in space. Astroscale hopes to capitalize on the
problem, offering cleanup services to the various agencies on Earth that launch
missions into space. After decades of launches into space, the junk has built up
and so efforts to clean up that space such as this will be increasingly common. 

 
Original Story: https://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-56482726 
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